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◼ We give our customers value for money

◼ We keep each other safe

◼ We keep our promises and value relationships over things

◼ We take ownership of our actions & omissions

◼ We work and improve our skill stacks and the company’s 
capabilities

Our Values

PDS + CNC MACHINING, INC.

WHO WE ARE

PDS + CNC Machining Inc. is a low volume, high mix precision machine 
shop. The focus of our business is small production runs of precision parts. 

◼ We run typical volumes from 2 to 1,000 each. 

◼ We develop prototypes accelerating getting your products into 
production. 

◼ We are ITAR Registered and ISO 9001 compliant. 

◼ You can find our parts across many industries, including robotic 
applications, medical devices, research, semi-conductor, industrial 
capital equipment, and measurement equipment in the oil and gas 
industry. 

◼ We produce and ship parts throughout the USA.

About Us

www.pdsmachines.com



◼ Napkin to a working prototype

◼ Test and validate

◼ Overcome issues & risks

◼ Get into production and sell (“show me the money”)

Lesson #1:  Have a profit making idea…a market with a profitable price-point 
product.

The Goal



◼ Product lifecycle to inform first, related, and tangential sales offerings

◼ Business model…to think through value-for-money

◼ Project plan… to keep you on course to deliver value

◼ Money… to pay for “buying time”

Lesson #2:  Document your business and plans to force you to think
through its gaps and short fallings.

The What



◼ Napkin sketches must be converted into buildable details...CAD/STEP

◼ Function drives Features… and must work without unintended consequences

◼ Repeatable and consistent…version control

◼ CAD, drawings, and specifications is the communication map for this journey

Lesson #3:  Convert your ideas into controlled CAD, drawings, and
specifications.

The How



◼ Customer focus… value-for-money

◼ Match your needs to capabilities… garage to dedicated team continuum, 3rd parties

◼ Financial resources…reward must be commensurate to risk

Lesson #4:  Understand and maximize the incentives toward stakeholders to “buy- in”
to your ideas and desires. 

The Who



◼ Complex Geometry

◼ Setups

◼ Machine Time

◼ Quantity of Parts

◼ Raw Material

◼ Finishes

◼ TOLERANCES

CNC Critical Cost Drivers



Cost REDUCTION STRATEGIES



Thank You !!


